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Abstract.-In a 48,00G-picture exposure of tile Fermilab 3G-inchhydrogen bubble 

chamber to a 205 Gev/c rr beam, we have measured 169 events of the reaction, 

- + ...; 
rr p -? rr rr rr p,with a cross section of 635±6l~. This reaction proceeds 

,almost entirely via low mass rr -? 3re and p -? prrre dissociation. Factor-

ization is satisfied for p -? prcrrdissociation in rep and pp interactions. 

Introduction.-The reaction - + -rrp-? rrrerrp has been studied extensively 

below 25 GeV and ,the - + -rr -? rr rr rr dissociation part of it has been observed 

previously. up to 40 GeV [1,2J. We show that this first re-p exclusive mUlti-

pa~ticle reaction to be isolated atFermilab energies proceeds almost entirely 

via pion and nucleon dissociation· into low mass states with partial cross 

sections and other characteristics similar to those observed in 16-40 GeV 

rr p interactions. We have presented preliminary results in ref. [3J. The 

beam, the film analysis procedures, ·the geometrical reconstruction and 
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**Guggenheim Fellow; on sabbatical leave at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland. 
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kinematical fitting of events (usiIlg TVGP and SQUAW) 'and various checks on 

the accuracy and precision of the measurements are described in refs. [3-5J. 

Ref. [6J discusses pion dissociation in the inclusive reaction n-p ~ px-

Some corresponding data from Fermilab pp experiments ,may be found in ref. 

Background ~alysis.-At 205 GeV 4-constraint fits are less effici'ent than 

- + '-n p ~ n n n p. at lower energies in eliminating background in the.reaction 

We have made a study of possible backgrounds [4J using several techniques: 

(a) simulating missing neutral particles by dropping two or more tracks from 

measured 6- and 8-prong events and subjecting the eyents so obtained to the 

same kinematical.fitting and analysis procedures as the real events; (b) by 

fitting to the hypothesis - + -
np~ nnnp those 4-prong events observed with 

, associated + -y ~ e e pairs or strange particle decays; (c) by analyzing 

transverse momentUm imbalance and missing-mass distributions [3,4J; (d) by 

simulating digitizations ·oftracks from possible background and signal 

reactions and processing these Monte-Carlo simulated events as we do the 

real ones. Thirteen different reactions were simulated. Only a few back-

ground reactions were found [4J to have significant feed .... through into the 4c 

channel; for these, cross checks are available from the measured events and 

the events from which tracks were dropped. The most potentially contaminating 

. -0 -00 -+-0 
reactions were those that produced a low mass n n , n n n , n n n n , or 

- + - 0 0 
:r( rc rc rc rc combination in the forward direction. Fortunately, however, the 

production of an even number of forward pions requires G-parity exchange, 

which is expected to be small compared with diffractive processes at these 

energies. This is substantiated by the observation that p
0
6° production does 

- + -not contribute significantly to the n rc rc p final state, as shown below. 

We conclude from this study that background to events fitting rc-rc+rc-p 
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with X
2 < 15 is 10±6% for target dissociation, defined as M + _ < 3.3 GeV, 

prtn: 

and 15±3% for beam dissociation, defined as M _ + _ < 3.3 GeV; the latter 
n: n: n: 

background is concentrated mainly in the 1.~ < M3n: < 3 GeV region, as 

discussed further below. No events which fit 

< 3.3 GeV and' X2 < 15 also fit the reaction - - + -n: p ~ n: K K p. We cannot 

. - + -
exclude experimentally a possible 10-30% contribution of n: K K P to the beam 

+ - . 
dissociation sample; however, the only known n: n: state which also has a 

+ - 0 
significant branching ratio (5%) to K K is the f , which, as shown below, 

- + -contributes little to our data. Therefore we neglect n: K K P background in 

both target and beam dissociation samples. We neglect contamination from n:-p 

~ n:-ppp and from any reactions caused by the K- (1.4%) and p (0.2%) beam 

components. 

Results: Cross Sections.-We find a cross section of 635±6l ~b for n: p ~ 

- + -n: n: n: p at 205 GeV after subtracting the above background estimates and making 

corrections [4J of 5.5±0.6% for loss of short recoil protons, and 7.4±2% for 

fitting inefficiency. This cross section is 18±2% of the total 4-prong cross 

section of 3.5 mb at 205 GeV and 2.6% of the 24 mb total cross section. For 

comparison, at 20 GeV [1] the 4":' prong cross section is 8.52±0.26 mb, of which 

rrI . +62 - + - - + -only 10~, or 880_
89 

~b, isn: p ~n: n: n: p. The cross section for n: n: n: p 

falls more slowly at high beam momentum than below 20 GeV (Fig. 1), as might 

be expected if it is increasingly dominated by diffractive processes. Similar 

behavior is observed [8-10] for elastic scattering, also shown in Fig. 1; e.g., 

elastic scattering and n: - n: + n:-p ~ross sections '. fall by the same fraction, '" 30%, ' 

between 20 and 205 GeV. 

- + -Characteristics of the n: n: ~ p Final State.-Fig. 2 shows M _ + _ vs the 
n: n: n: 

- + -smaller of the two M + _ combinations for each n: n: n: p event. Two distinct 
prcn: 

c;lusters of events are observed, one with low M3:rr which we associate with pion 

dissociation and the other with low M which we associate with nucleon dissocia-
pn:n: 
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- + -tion. To the 635 ~b n n n p cross section, pion dissociation (M < 3.3 Gev) 
3n 

contributes about 2/3 (4l6±50 ~b) and nucleon dissociation (M + - < 3.3 GeV) pnn 

contributes about 1/3 (184±33 ~b). There are no events common to both categories 

(thus defined) and oniy 5.5% (35±12 [lb) falls in neither categOry [4,11]. No 

events fall simultaneously in the po region of M + _ and the 6 0 region of M _ 
n n n p' 

leading to a 90% confidence upper limit of 8.5 [lb for the n p ~ p
O 

6.
0 

cross 

section at 205 GeV. 

Pion Dissociation.-It is clear from Fig. 2 and the M3n projection in Fig. 

3a that the pion dissociation sample is dominated by a peak near 1.1 GeV. 

This peak is associated mainly with po as shown by the M pOn 

(shaded in Fig. '3a) and the M + _ distribution of Fig. 4a. 
n n 

distribution 

o The p decay 

angular distribution (Fig. 4b) for M3n < 1.2 GeV is consistent with predom-

2 
inance of the cos e term expected for the Al S-wave np state and has an asym-

metrysimilar to that Observed, at lower beam momenta [1]. In the 3n rest 

'system the azimuthal angle. about the beam direction of the normal to the 3n 

decay plane [4] is consistent with isotropy, also as observed at lower energies. 

Based on lower energy results [2J, we do not expect to see with our limited 

statistics a significant A3 peak in Fig. 3a, nor a significant f O ~ n+n

signal in Fig. 4a. We see no significant nn mass peaks above the po, nor 

3n mass peaks above the A
l

• 

Fl.g.5a shows partial cross sections vs beam momentum for three M3n bands. 

The cross section at 205 GeV for the Al region, 0.8 < M3n < 1.2 GeV, is l88±30 

~b; for the region 102 < M3n < 1.4, it is 83±20 ~b, and for the third region 

(1.4 < M3 < 2.0 Gev) it is 95±25 [lb. In obtaining the, 205 GeV cross sections n . 

we have subtracted the estimated neutrals background shown by the dashed curve 

in Fig. 3a. Thus the production cross section above ~ 20 GeV for ,the Al 

mass region is constant within errors as would be expected for a diffractive 

process. The cross section for the higher mass regions may fall somewhat 

with beam momentum. 
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The distribu~ion [4] of the square of the four-momentum transfer t from 

beam -2 to 3n" system for the Al region has an exponential slope of 11.6±2.7 GeV 

for 0.02 <-t< 0.3 Gev
2

, consistent with that observed [1] at 20 GeV (13. Oil. 4 

-2 GeV ). For M3:rr < 3.3 GeV 
-2 the slope is 9.2±1.2GeV for 0.02 < -t < 0.5 

2 -2 GeV , similar to t,he slope of 8.8±0.4 GeV that we observe. for elastic scattering. 

+ -Target Dissociation.-The p:rr:rr mass spectrum (Fig. 3b) shows a prominent 

.. . A++ AO • peak near 1.55 GeV assoc1ated w1th the peaks 1n the.u and u mass reg10ns 

in Figs. 4c,d. The slope of the distribution of four-momentum transfer t from 

-2 target to p:rr:rr system is 12.8±2.4 GeV for M < 3.3 GeV and p:rr:rr 
2 

-t < 0.3 GeV • 

The cross section for 1.4 < M< 1.8 GeV is 95±19 ~b, which is roughly half p:rr:rr 

of the 184±33 ~b target dissociation cross section.. For comparison, at 20 GeV 

[1] the cross section for the same mass region is 113±1l ~, which is less than 

one-third of the cross section (366±32 ~b) for M < 3.3 GeV. p:rr:rr 
Fig. 5b shows 

that the lower p:rr:rr mass region is produced with cross section falling only slowly 

. if at all with beam momentum above 20 GeV while the higher M region falls by 
p:rr:rr 

a factor two from 20 to 205 GeV. Thus the p -7 p:rr:rr dissociation cross section 

behaves similarly to the :rr -+ 3:rr as a function of beam momentum and of three-

body mass. 

Factorization.-As a test of factorization we compare nucleon dissociation, 

* + -p-7 P -7 p:rr:rr for M < 3.3 GeV p:rr:rr 
in + -:rrP-7 :rrp:rr:rr and + -pp -7 pp:rr :rr 

[,7] at 205 GeV. If these two reactions as well. as :rr-p and pp elastic scattering 

are mediated by the same factorizable exchange (e.g., pomeron), then we expect: 

The right-hand side is 0.47±0.03 (i.e., 3. 22±0.18 mb/6.80±0.20 mb) and the left

hand side is 0.b3±0.15 (i.e., 184±33 ~b/290±50 ~b). Thus, factorization is 

satisfied within errors. We expect the M distributions also to be similar. prrrr 
+ -The dotted histogram of Fig. 3b shows M + _ for 205 GeV pp -7 prr :rr p [7] . .. p:rr:rr 

normalized by one-half the ratio of :rr-p to pp elastic scattering cross sections 
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(both beam and target dissociation are plotted for pp). Fair agreement is 

apparent with the solid histogram (M + _ for 205 GeV . prere _ 
- + -re p -7 re n: re p), 

except perhaps for the 1.55 GeV peak region. Factorization in re p -7 pX 

vs pp ~ pX at 205 GeV is discuss.ed in [12]. 

Conclusions.-The reaction - + -re p -7 n: n: n: p has a -cross section of 635±61 f.1b 

at 205 GeV. It is dominated by peripheral re -7 3re and p -7 prcn: dissocia-

tion into low mass states, with mass, momentum transfer and angular distribu-

tions similar to those observed for corresponding low mass states produced 

from 16-to 40 GeV. The cross sections for low mass (M< 3.3 GeV) 3re and prcn: 

states are 416±50 ~b and 184±33 ~b, respectively. For M3n: < 1.2 GeV and 

M < 1.8 GeV the cross sections are consistent with being independent of 
prcn: 

beam momentum above ~ 20 GeV. The re-re+re-p and elastic scattering cross 

sections both fall from 20 to 205 GeV by approximately 30%. A test of factor-

ization is satisfied for target dissociation in rep and pp ~eactions. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Cross sections for (a) n - p -7 n - p - + -
-7 nn n p vs beam 

momentum. Dat9- are from [li8,9,10]. 
thesmal er of the two 

- + - . 
of n n n V5 A P11:+n- masses for events fitting - + -np-7 nnnp Fig. 2. Mass 

with X2 < 15. . The mass resolution is ~ 7 MeV for small M and ~ 70 
pnn 

MeV ·for small M
3n

• 

Fig. 3. (a) Mass of 3n system. The dashed curve is background from events 

with undetected neutral particles, estimated by dropping two tracks from 

Ei-prong events. Events with either or both M + _between 0.61 and 0.92 
n n 

. b 
GeV (p region) are cross-hatched. (b) + -Mass of P11: n system. The dotted 

curve is from 205 GeV + -PI> -7 P11: n p' [7J normalized by 0.5 times 

is shaded. 
Fig. 4. ( + -a) n nmass for M3n < 3.3 GeV; n n mass A (b) Polar angle 

between the beam and outgoing n- directions in the po rest system for 

+ (c) P11: mass for M < 3.3 pnn 

GeV, (d) P11: mass f.or M < 3.3 GeV. 
P11:n 

Fig. 5. ( ~) - + - section vs beam for three bands n p -7 n n np cross momentum 

(b) 
. +-

of 3n mass, for two bands ·of P11: n mass. 
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